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MODEL NO.175  RECIPROCATING SAMMYING MACHINE.

 
The most important features of 3H No.175 Reciprocating Sammying machines as 
followed: 
■ Smooth passage with the least possible wrinkles. 
■ The speed of passage is adjustable 3~18 m/min. 
■ A large diameter high pressure special rubber roller avoids pleating during the feeding in towards the pressure section and keeps the        
felt band long life. 
■ The construction allows replacing the felt conveyor within a minimum of time. Neither the rollers nor heavy machine parts have to be 
removed. The machine is easy to be serviced and has only a few lubrication points hydraulic needs no service at all. All the rollers are 
running in double rollers bearings, which are packed according to the requirements. 
■  The running-in area is equipped with a safety device, which stops the machine immediately when being pushed. 
■  On the feeding-in side locked safety switches are installed to effect a stop of the machines when set going. 
■  With excellent processing quality, perfect stretching of the leather, simple maintenance, long lasting felts which are easy to change. 
■  With extremely strong and compact steel structure. 
■  Stretching roll with perfect stretching of leather and reduce wrinkles on hides and timed automatic return to resting position.  
■  Stretching roller with stainless steel blades having special design profile.  
■  All transmission rollers by rubber covering is guaranteed long life.  
■  Hydraulic control box with special pressure pump, guaranteeing a constant and even working pressure. 
■  The total pressure is infinitely adjustable: 0-18 Tons.    

 

Technical Data  

Working width 3000mm 

Attendance   2 operator

Feed speed (Speed Variation)  0~24 m/min 

Sammying Pressure (Pressure variable)  18 Tons

Total Power required  33.75 Kw (45HP) 

8200 KGS 
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